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Makkah Clock Royal Tower: World's Tallest Clock Tower in Makkah 

The Tower will be the second tallest building in the world, and will have 76 storeys be 577 metres 
high, and will feature a 40-metre clock. The Clock will be lit and visible from around 17 kilometers 
away at night and up to 12 km during the day, the Clock will be six times the size of Big Ben. The 
giant clock of Makkah is all set to tick home a new time standard, as some scholars believe that it 
will be an ideal alternative to the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 
The Makkah Clock Royal Tower complex includes over 500 shopping outlets and food courts, luxury 
apartments on levels 30 to 52, five 'Royal' floors, and the 1,005-room Fairmont Hotel, which covers 
a further 28 floors. There are a total of 76 elevators. 







"KAHF" means a cave or a safe-place to stay.
This Surah has been named "Kahf" for the sake
of "Kahfians" (Ashab-e-Kahf) who have been
target to address in it. Actually, those were the
people, who took refuge in a particular cave to
escape from mult ipl ic i ty  and  spread the
preachings of the Oneness of Allah. These people
belong to Christianity.

Some Important Topics
1. Praise of Allah Almighty and Its Cause

This Surah (chapter) has been started with
the praise (encomium) of Allah Almighty and the
main cause of this admiration has also been
demonstrated because Allah Almighty is the most
Beneficent and most Kind. He revealed such a
great Volume of righteousness and grandeur
which is totally devoid of any flaw/ fault. This
great Book (volume) keeps full capacity to purify,
correct/ mend and reform any weakness and fault
that is concerned with human existence regarding
its political, economic, judicial and moral aspects.
Furthermore, for the cause of its revelation, such
a great, unique, matchless man with spiritual and
physical attraction has been selected, who has
beautiful combination of words and action, and
he did not come quietly handing over this great
book silently and go away. Allah Almighty has
sent the most beloved person for the spread of
Faith and Truth. Long, long night/ darkness of
infidelity and sins disappeared at his arrival and
the dawn of truth and faith appeared. The regime
of fake godliness of "Lat" and "Hubbal" was
turned down/ dethroned. The dark-fated man
was made to get up from dream of ignorance.
The fact is that if such most Kind and most
Beneficent God is not praised and admired, who
other one deserves for this encomium.
2. Misfortunes and Evil Pursuits of Infidels/

Non-Believers
Unfortunately, the infidels have set a wrong

standard of truth that if there had come a
torment  from the heavens,  i t  means the
non-believers are on the wrong way otherwise the
Muslims. If these blind fold and so called
ignorant intellectuals are inquired what would be
their fatal and tragic fate and position if they had
known the truth of Islam after they had been
totally destructed and met their tragic end as a
consequence and result of their mischieves and
evil practices and they had been made fuel for
Hell, what they would be benefited after all
except everlasting torment of Hell. Actually,
every worldly-minded materialist had always
nourished such dirty mentality ever since and he/
she had been envisaging same thinking and as a
result, they had met same tragic end. Fortunate
are those blessed ones who ponder upon real
truth/ situation and purify/ reform/ refine their
life style.
3. Permanent & Ever Lasting Life

Almighty Allah has again clarified/ disclosed
here in this Surah the ultimate truth that all
material gains and wealth, pride and prejudice and
male issues are merely flashy distilled waters and
illusions of life. All pump and show of this world
are as mortal as this world. A true Muslim
(Moman) is never trapped/ enslaved by these
unreal and worldly catchy slogans and illusive
decorations/ beauties. He is never detached and
de-tracked from the Straight Path of Allah. He
never forgets the mortal status of this universe.
He knows well that Allah Almighty is only
worth-loving and worth-adoring. We all must
seek for His Consent in all matters and affairs of
life. It is endless bliss for a true slave of Allah to
be benefited by righteous deeds in limited and
short-lived life-span, good actions and fruitful
pursuits which bear ever-lasting good results.

"And great ever-lasting good deeds are better
from your Lord in Reward and better-Hopes."

These are the captivating and attractive
beautiful words/ verse which are going to convey
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this fact.
4. Three Important Incidents

This Surah, besides these saneful, peerless
and ever-glittering jewels/ gems of wisdom and
intellect, has been decorated and enriched by
three incidents with all pros and cons in details:
i. The men of Kahf (Ashab-e-Kahf) 
ii. Hazrat Moses/ Musa (A.S.) Journey
iii. Zul-Qarnain (R.A.)
i. The Men of Kahf

The details can be read in well-known
explanations/ interpretations of the Holy Quran
but briefly speaking it can be described that the
story of the men of Kahf is actually the tale of
those innocent and pious people who went
through fire and waters in the Path of Allah who
took refuge in a cave for the safeguard of their
faith. They also left their mother land for the
cause of Allah and Truth. This story has been
related for the encouragement of poor, miserable
and innocent Muslims. It has been highlightened
for the believers that the followers of Muhammad
P.B.U.H. must not lose their heart in the face of
hardships and difficulties leveled by the enemies
of Islam. The followers of Muhammad P.B.U.H.
must be stead fast and determined. They will see
that Allah Almighty will lead them to the great
heights of glory and success. They will enjoy
endless bliss and reach the climax of sublimity.
Through this Surah the infidels have been
informed and warned that if Allah Almighty can
revive the men of Kahf after hundred of years
with new life, why He cannot revive the infidels
at the Day of Judgment.
ii. Hazrat Moses/ Musa (A.S.) Journey

Thought the journey of Hazrat Moses/ Musa
(A.S.) the importance of knowledge and wisdom
and its acquisition has been highlightened. A very
knotty mystery has also been solved/ settled in
course of the details of some incidents. Several
happenings and occurrances take place in this
world off and on in-front of our eyes but we pay
no attention to them or we consider them against
the demands of justice and intellect but in reality
it is our short-sightedness. They will look quite
just-full and full of wisdom if all  vei ls of
short-rightedness are removed. As Hazrat e
Khadar (A.S.) unveiled and disclosed the real

recognition of these three incidents (breaking of
one part of a poor man's boat, repair-ment of a
broken wall and murder of an innocent child), the
bafflement and anger of Hazrat Moses/ Musa
(A.S.) disappeared/ vanished automatically and he
(Moses) withdrew all of his observations and
objections when he (A.S.) came to know the
hidden realiy and justice behind these incidents.
iii. Hazrat Zulqarnain (R.A.)

Through the story of Hazrat Zulqarnain it
has been demonstrated that a faithful ruler is
always well-equipped with winsome traits along
with his power and sovereignty. He is always
kind, generous and compassionate with his
people/ public.
5. Some Other Subdued Topics

In the last two verses, the Oneness of Allah
Almighty and His Grandeur and Sublimity have
specially been pointed out. It has been revealed if
all the seas of the worlds are converted into
writing ink, trees into pens and creatures into
writers/ authors to count for blessing of and the
Oneness of Allah Almighty and the tokens of His
Grace and Sublimity all the seas will become
dried but even then the descriptions of all
Characteristics of Allah Almighty can never be
completed. 

It has also been proclaimed through the
justful and faithful tongue of Muhammad
P.B.U.H, "I am a man not God. God is only He
Who is matchless and only One in His existence,
qualities and rightes and I am the slave of my
Lord who is the owner of all universes and the
creatures humbly bow before Him submissively."
This verse also bears this truth that if Muhammad
P.B.U.H, the most dignified, beautiful, full of
lustrous qualities and salient features is not God,
who deserves to proclaim the right of godliness.



 
"One must request from Allah Almighty for a

watchful blessed heart because eyesight of the
physical eyes is not the real torch of purified
heart."

This Surah comprises 12 ruku and 110 verses.
It was revealed in Makkah (before migration).  
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"Abdullah ibn Mas'ud  relates as if he is

watching the Prophet  life who followed in the
footsteps of one of the Prophets of Allah  
when he was beaten and injured by his people.
He wiped off the blood from his face while he
was supplicating God: "O Allah! Forgive my
people because they do not understand (The
Message)". (Sahih al-Bukhari)

Keywords in Hadith
He copies, follows, it also means to
relate & report 
He wipes off 
The blood 
Forgive

Explanation
This tradition tells us that when the Prophet

Muhammad  was injured during one of the
battles fought against unbelievers, he did not
curse the enemies but asked Allah  to forgive
his people. Because they knew they could not get
the opportunity to listen to his message. The
Prophet Muhammad  was sent as mercy to all
mankind. Thereby he was all the time concerned
and worried about humankind. He worked day
and night to transmit this message to his people
and to guide them to the right path. During the
battle of  Uhud when he was badly injured, he
asked forgiveness from God even for his
unremitted enemies. This hadith teaches us a
lesson that we the believers instead of cursing and
labeling the unbelievers as infidels and kuffar,
should convey this message to them in the best
possible way. If we do this we would be following
in the footsteps of Rasulullah .




Ayesha  reported that the Prophet  

used to pray: "O my Lord! make me one of those
who when they do good, feel happy and when
they commit some wrong, they seek forgiveness."

Keywords in Hadith
They did good
They did wrong
They felt happy
They begged forgiveness

Explanation
Allah  has given us sense of right and

wrong. It is ingrained in human nature. If a
person has clear conscience and is not completely
perverted, he is pleased and delighted when he
does something good and is displeased and
annoyed when he commits something wrong.

In another tradition Abu Umammah  reported
that once a man asked the Messenger of Allah  
what faith is. He answered:

"If you are pleased and delighted at the good
deed you have done and are annoyed and
offended  a t  something wrong you  have
committed then (be sure) you are a believer."

135 
"And those who if they commit shameful act or
do some wrong against themselves, remember
God and seek forgiveness."
This type of reaction and response of a man's

temperament at doing good or bad deeds is,
according to Rasulullah , indicative of belief
and faith.
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Translation

Some people would come to you to ask
questions about my Sunnah and Hadith after I
leave for heavenly abode and you should advise
them the best. (Ibn e Maja).
Reference of the Hadith

We were narrated by Qazi Shaikh Abu
al-Fazal Wasti (RA) in Wasta city at his house.
He said that he was told by Abu Ismaeel
Abdullah bin Muhammad Ansari (RA). He said
that he was informed by Abu Yaqoob (RA). He
said he was narrated by Zahid bin Ahmed (RA).
He said he was told by Muhammad bin Ibraheem
Feros. He said he was informed by Mutlib bin
Shoaib bin Abdullah. He said he was narrated by
Aqal bin Ziad (RA) and he referenced from Bakar
bin Khanees (RA). He said he was informed by
Asim bin  Abdul lah Nakhee (RA) and he
referenced from Abu Haroon Abdi (RA).
The Advice for the Yearning of Hadith-o-Sunnah

Whenever Hazrat Abu Saeed (RA) saw us
he said, all hail to Prophet's (P.B.U.H) advice.
This Hadith sharif pulls the God Seeker towards
the yearning of Hadith-o-Sunnah, so that the
central point of all of his concentrations should
be the Holy Prophet's (P.B.U.H) advice with all of
his broadness of thought. The only door to seek
Allah's company is in the firm relation with the
Hadith and Sunnah of the prophet (P.B.U.H) and
this thing is a big hurdle for the self/ ego.

Translation
"He, who recognizes himself, recognizes Allah

Almighty."
O, My son remember that the recognition of

the self is one of the principles to worship Allah
Almighty and there are very few people who get
the recognition of their-selves. He, who has the
desire to seek Allah Almighty's company, he gets
his being hounored and Allah Almighty has not
made any other thing more narrow like a prison
and more forlon and stingy thing than his
ownself. So he, who gets the recognition of his
ownself and goes against the orders of the self
the whole universe becomes a commodity for
him and he who does not get the recognition of
the self, he is in a great danger and can't save

him from ev i l  because he who does not
recognize him, how he can go against him.
Ahmed bin Harb's Wish

Ahmed bin Harb (R.A.) said, I do not want to
die until I recognize my self and go against his
will.
The Recognition of the Selfness/ Ego and the

Awareness of the Situation of Truth
Muhammad bin Fazl  says ,  "he,  who

recognizes himself, he takes every breath with
plenty of adoration and constant holy struggle.
And  he  i s  ne ver  chea t ed  by apparen t
beautification or conditions, suability of breaths
and truth of dealings because he gets well
knowledge of its calamities, its machination/
conspiracies, its evil natures and every abnoxity
related to it. I deeply thought over my whole life
and evaluated the conditions of my egoism, I did
never get solaced with my self being. 
Hazrat Antaki (RA)'s View Point

Hazrat Antaki (RA) says, he who recognizes
himself, lives in deception (inwardly).
Hazrat Ibraheem Adham (RA)'s Experiences

Hazrat Ibraheem Adham (RA) says, I spent
seventy years among the people and I found
everyone the follower of his desires. Even if he
commits the sin, he wants the other people to do
the same. And even if am beaten by whips its
easier for me to bear its pain than to be told that
some Muslim has committed this sin.
The Comparison of Action with Action

Ibraheem Taimi (RA) says, whenever I
compared any action with my action I found my
sayings wrong.
Hazrat Umar bin Khatab (RA)'s Refuge

Hazrat Umar bin Khatab (RA) used to say,
"O' Allah Almighty! I seek your refuge from
myself."
The Prescription for the Eradication of Self's

Occupation
Zun-noon (RA) says, he, who has seen the

kingdom of his Allah Almighty through his
internal eye, his self's occupation ends, and he
sees his Allah's sublimity, his self's dignity
decreases in his eyes and his self is dominated
by his Allah's Greatness and Omni-potency. 
The Diverce to the Self/ Egoism

W hen Mal ik  b in  Deenar 's  (RA) wi f e
Um-e-Yahya expired, he was told by the people
why did not you marry again, he said, if I had
power I would have divorced myself. And if
someone summons at Masjid's door that the
worst man should leave, by God only he would
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cross me who would be a better runner than I.
The Separation from the Self, Communion with

Allah
And Abu Yazeed (RA) says, I said, O' my

Allah! How can I get your company? I was
replied, "O' Abu Yazeed! Leave yourself and
come towards me."
The Meeting of Two Wise-men

A wise man met another wise man and said,
"O my brother! I love you for Allah's sake." He
replied, "O my brother! by God, if you come to
know that what I know about me you will start
hating me."
Hazrat Bakar (RA) and Hazrat Matraf's (RA)

Prayer
Bakar bin Abdullah (RA) and Matraf Bin

Abdullah (RA) were sitting at one place. Hazrat
Matraf (RA) said, "O' Allah! Don't turn the people
back because of me, then Bakar bin Abdullah
(RA) said, "how sacred and hopeful place is this,
would that I were not here. O Allah! Don't stop
your blessings and turn the people back because
of my menace.
Musa bin Qasim (RA) got vision of Prophet

(PBUH) in his Dream
Musa bin Qasim (RA) said, once, there was

an earth-quake with the red dust storm. I went to
Muhammad bin Muqatil and said, O' son of
Abdullah! You are our guide, pray for us. He
said, would that I were not the reason for your
destruction. Musa bin Qasim (RA) says, that
night I got the vision of Prophet (PBUH) in dream
saying, Allah Almighty saved you from this
calamity because of Muhammad bin Muqatil's
prayer.
Hazrat Ata's (RA) Wailing on the Self

Whenever it blew the fast wind, Hazrat Ata
Salma (RA) used to weep and said that the
Allah's creation is facing this calamity because of
me. If Ata (RA) would die, the creation of Allah
would be saved from this and often shows
wailing on his self and said, perhaps you did not
know that you are the only first man who is being
dragged towards hell.
Hazrat Fazl's (RA) Cursing of the Self

Hazrat Fazl bin Ahmed bin Al-Muhibini (RA)
was standing in the ground of Arafat. He caught
sight of the people and said, how sacred this
place is, would that I were not there and started
weeping, uplifted his head, caught his beard and
said, Alas on that thing which had caught myself.
He is in deception and is happy just with his
praise and his boundary is his self's trial. If half of
his dies, the rest one cannot sustain.
Hazrat  BaYazeed Bastami (RA) and the

Treatment of the Self
It is said that BaYazeed Bastami (RA) said,

when I saw towards my worship, I found it
mingled, and then I saw towards my self and its
mixture that was totally related to trials and was
not devoid of shirk and I knew that Al lah
Almighty did not like shirk so I said, O home of
all miseries, so my heart became heavy because
of this grief of shirk. So I determined and
prepared a hearth for it and burnt the fire of truth
in it and erected the furnace of self negation and
the clutches of the Oneness then I hit this self
with the hammer of (Ammar and Nahi) order and
forbidness. I was tired but when I looked at that I
again found it the unbeliever (Mushrik). I recited,

.
Translation

No doubt everything has to return towards
Allah Almighty.

That it was not cleaned by harshness, might
it be cleaned with softness and hospitality. So I
turned it towards the story of favours, and
presented before it the gardens of favours and
blessings and acted it by the faith of mercy,
virtue and goodness. This exercise tired me and
then again when I analyzed it I again found shirk
(non-believing) in it. I asked, O' the place of all
trials and evils! You neither stand right by the
harshness nor the smoothness. Then I turned it
towards the decline, that it might be crushed with
the stone of solitude and be washed by the clear
water of selflessness. I always crushed and hit it
with the hope that it might be cleared from shirk
(non-believing). I said, alas! Its treatment might
be something else, and I treated it just like an
unpurified woman. I always kept on looking it
wonder and impatience and I continued its trial
until I was disappointed with it and I believed in it
that I could not get my will from it. I left it and
turned my back towards it  and converted
towards my Allah Almighty and called him, "O my
Allah! I pray to you that relieve me from the
worship of all other things other than You."

When my Allah Almighty knew the truth of
my prayer  and the d isappo in tment  and
hopelessness from my self  then the f irst
acceptance of my first prayer was that. He made
me to forget myself and my desires.
Abu Sulaiman Darani's (RA) Regards

Abu Sulaiman Darani (RA) says, if the whole
creation wants to harm me as I am harmed by
myself, it  would not be succeeded. My all
regards are for that man who is informed by his
Allah Almighty about the harm-ness of his self
and who recognizes the truth of his creation,
kinds of problems, and self's evil, anger, hatred,
artificiality and dreadfulness.
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In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful
T h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  v o l u m e s  o f  E p i s t l e s  o f

Imam-e-Rabbani:
1. House of Recognition (Dar-ul-Marifat) compiled by

Khawaja Yar Muhammad Badakhashi, comprising 313
epistles.

2. Torch for Universe (Noar-ul-Khalaiq) compiled by
Khawaja Abdul Hai, comprising 99 epistles.

3. Recognition of Truths (Marifat-ul-Haqaiq) compiled by
Meer Muhammad Nauman and Khawaja Muhammad
Hashim Kashmi, comprising 124 epistles.

Total Epistles: 313 + 99 + 124 = 536
Addresses: 192
Main Topics/ Issues in His Epistles
1. Faith and Infidelity
2. Prohibitions and Orders 
3. Faith and Practices
4. Wahdat-ul-Wajood & Wahdat-ul-Shahood
5. Intoxication and Sanity
6. Sublimity and Downwardness
7. Meditations and Spectra
8. Faiths and Passions/ Intuitions
9. Optimism and Pessimism
10. Reality of Ka'ba
11. Reality of Quran
12. Reality of Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)
13. Rapture and Audioness
14. Submission to Sunnah
15. Initial Sainthood
16. Middle = stage of sainthood
17. Highest = rank/ status of sainthood
18. Features of Prophethood
19. Knowledge, Practical and Sincerity
20. Recognition of Pillars of Islam
21. Recognition of Parts of Faith
22. Prophethood and Sainthood
23.  Ranks of  Companions and Family Membersof
Muhammad (PBUH)
Salient Features of Epistles/ Letters
1. Treasure of knowledge and recognition/ understanding
2. Style/ tune of a guardian
3. Master pieces of art of epistle writing
4. Sublime/ peerless treasure of Persian language and

literature
5. Great example of sincerity/ courtesy
6. Epistles as a source of training of minds and character
Recommendations and suggestions
Correctness, Clarity, Conciseness, Comprehensiveness,
Preciseness,  Courtesy ,  Coherence,  Completeness,
Consideration, Creation of Good Impresssion

Comments and Opinions
1. "These lines are the epistles which possess miraculous
academies of strong knowledge, recognitions of uniqueness,
subtle recreates and noble mysteries of every type. These
realities have never been revealed/ demonstrated by any seer
or saint before him nor any mystic has ever pointed or
mentioned them. these oceans of knowledge and
understanding have been derived and extracted from torch
of prophethood."
2. "The most superior book after the Quran/ The Book of
Allah and sayings of Muhammad Pease Be Upon Him is the
epistles of Imam-e-Rabbai. All praise be to Allah and
blessings upon all who are the selected band by Almighty
Allah."
3. "All the blessings upon all those who followed the right
path and would abide by the life style of Muhammad
(PBUH) and upon his family members and followers with
unique blessings and elevated regards."
Some Salient Features of His Epistles
1. Treasure of knowledge and understanding: These epistles
are treasure of Islamic teachings interpretation of Quran and
Sunnah and they criticize/ refute the critics in a very learned
and intellectual way with research-full argumentations; it is
the distinctive quality of these letters/ epistles. By this
reference/ aspect it is a praise-worthy addition in religious
studies and sciences.
2. Hazrat Mujadid Alf Sani was an ambassador/ persuader/
convincer like a doctor full of sympathy and felicity for the
patient. His selection of words and phrases is also full
affection and love.
3. Master piece of art of letter-writing: He addressed to every
person according to his status and ranks such as the Holy
Prophet, the spiritual guide Khawaja Baqi Billah and other
addresses. Speak to people according to their positions.
4. Peerless treasure of Persian language and literature: These
letters are not only costly treasure of Islamic science but also
master piece of Persian language and literature. The choice
of words, phrases and idioms is unique and praise-worthy.
One can not stop appreciation. Salutations have been used
according to ranks and mental level of his addresser.
5. Great examples of sincerity and courtesy: It is habit and
instinct of saints and mystics to serve mankind selflessly.
Charity for mankind is favorite to all noble ones. The
apparent tune and intonation of Sheikh Ahmad is
sympathetic  and compass ionate.  He regards great
importance to noble-family relation to all levels.
6. Letters as training of mind and character: Imam-e-Rabbani
(RA) would persuade his followers, companions and
disciplines to study his letters constantly and continuously.
He sent copies of letters to different requesters/ questioners.
His compassionate nature and affection forces people to
quench their thirst from the knowledge of his letters.      
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(1) Shakespeare
Introduction

William Shakespeare, poet and playwritht, is
said to be the world favourite author, no other
writer's plays have been produced so often and
read so widely in so different countries. Ben
Johnson touchingly and in admiration described
him.

"Not of an age but for all times."
Why we call Shakespeare "Writer for all

times" that is because he depicts the eternal
human truth by presenting human nature in its
original shape. He is a great dramatist and a great
poet, so great that we can all of us find something
that we want in him.
Birth

W. Shakespeare was born at Stratford in 1564 
in England.
Parentage

John Shakespeare, his father was the son of
Richard Shakespeare.
Conjuagal Life

He married Anne Hath is 1582, she was
daughter of Richard Hitaway, and in the
following May a daughter was born and then
twins followed.
Death

Shakespeare died in 1616.
Shakespeare's Educaiton, Works in Life

As we do not know much about his life, and
it is certain that he did not have proper training
and education as other dramatist of the period
had, his stupendous achievements are an enigma
to all scholars up to present day.

Befor describing remarkable achievements of
W.Shakespeare it had better if we overview his
characteristics as a playwright. There is no doubt
that Shakespeare was highly gifted person.
Man of Renaissance

Shakespeare is man of Renaissance. Drama
was the chief glory of the Renaissance, Spirit of
the Renaissance touches Shakespeare.

Observation and imagination leads to good
ever lasting writing.

Two outward influences were most powerful
in developing his genius; the little village of
Stratford and the great city of London.

Dryden says:
He was the man who of all modern and

perhaps ancient poets had the largest and most
comprehensive soul.

Pope says:
"Nature himself was proud of his designs and

joy to wear the dressings of his lines."
His plays are shining like light. The Light of

truth, which is the secret of life.
His plays are divided into three groups.
Comedies, Histories and Tragedies
His work is generally divided into four

periods.
First Period (1577-93)

This was the period of early experimental
work. This period belong to the revision of old
plays as the three parts of Henry VI and Titus
Andronicus: His first comedies. "Love's Labour
Lost. The two Gentlemen of Verona. The
Comedy of Errors and A Midsummer Night's
Dream and a Youthful Tragedy Romeo and
Juilet."
Second Period (1594-1600)

T o  t h e  s e c o n d  p e r i o d  b e l o n g  t o
Shakespeare's great comedies and chronicle plays.
Richard II, King John. The Merchants of Venice,
Henry IV, Parts I and II Henry V. The Merry
Wives of Windsor, 'Much Ado About Nothing' 
"As You Like" and "Twelfth Night".

These plays reveal Shakespeare's great
development as a thinker and technician. They
show the maturity of his mind and art.
Third Period (1601-1608)

Third period belongs Shakespeare's greatest
tragedies and sombre of bitter comedies. Even in
comedies, the tone is grave and threre is a greater
emphasis on evil. The prominent plays of this
period are Hamlet, All's Well That Ends Well,
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Measure for Measure, King Lear, Macbeth.
Antony and Cleopatra etc.
Fourth Period (1608-1612)

To the fourth period belongs to the later
comedies or dramatic romances. The plays
written during this period are, "Cymbeling", "The
Tempest" and "The Winter's Tale" which were
completely written by Shakespeare.

Though Shakespeare belonged to the
Elizabethan Age, on account of his universally he
belongs to all times. Every time we read him, we
become more conscious of his greatness, like the
charm of Cleopatra.

"Age cannot wither her, nor customs state
her infinite variety."

The appeal of Shakespeare is perennial. His
plays and poetry are like a great river of life and
beauty.

Iqbal, greatest Urdu poet of the century was
also great admirer of Shakespeare's poetic genius.
Iqbal acknowledges his talent as;

"Hush aiena e-haq aur dil aiena e-hush
Dile-e-insan ka tera hun e kalamaiena"

(2) Bertrand Russel
Introduction

Russel was unique among all philosophers of
the present century who combined the studies of
philosophy with both natural and social sciences.
He also engaged himself in primary as well as
higher problems of education and took an active
part in politics.
LIFE HISTORY:
Birth

Russel was born on May 18, 1872
Parentage

He was the son of Viscount Amberley and a
grandson of Lord John Russell, a famous liberal
stateman. His mother was the daughter of the
Second Lord Stanley of Alderley, also a liberal
politician.
The Influence Of His Grandmother

Russell lost his mother on 1874 when he was
barely two, and lost his father two years later. His
grandmother exercised a great influence on

Bertrand Russell during his childhood and
addescence. Throughout his life Russell adhered
to her exhortation:
Study

He was educated at home by governesses and
tutors. At the age of eighteen he was sent to
Cambridge where he got a great reputation very
soon.
Marriage

Russell got married four times. His first
marriage was with Alys in 1889. In 1919 Russell
got married with Dora Black whom he had
known a few years before. By Dora. Russell had
two children a son and a daughter. In 1936,
married Patricia. In 1952 Russell married Edith.
The Order Of Merit The Nobel Prize

In 1944, Russell got a fellowship at Trinity
College, Cambridge and the same year in 1949, he
was awarded the Order of Merit and made an
honorary fellow of the British Academy and
invited by the B.B.C. In 1950 he went to
Stockholm to receive the Nobel Prize for
literature.
Interest in Politics

Russell Peace Foundation: He raised funds
for it. He took an active part in the movement for
wo m e n ' s  s u f f r a g e .  I n  1 9 0 7 ,  h e  s t o od
unsuccessfully for Parliament.
His Death

He died on February 2nd 1970, in his ninety
eight years.
Important Works of B.Russell

In 1967 he published "War Crimes in
Vietnam." Bertrand Russell was undoubtedly a
great apostle of peace and harmony in 20th
century.

He was basically a mathematician. He wrote
Pricipia Mathematica of which the three volumes
appeared between 1910 and 1913.

J. Ayer sums up Russell's achievement in
these glorious words.

Bertrand Russell was unique among the
philosophers of this century. He was engaged not
only with both the natural and social science, but
with an engagement in primary as well as high
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education and an active part in politics. He
himself, no doubt with good reason, attached the
greatest value to the work which he did on
mathematical logic.

In short Russell is the mot prolific writer of
the present century who expressed his views on
diverse subjects of human interest, with great
force and strict logical style. Hardly is there any
human problem which escaped his attention.
Russell's Works
Philosophical

The Principles of Mathematics (1903)
Principia Mathematica (1910-1913)
The Problems of Philosophy (1912)
Mysticism And Logic (1917)
The Analysis of Mind (1921)
History of Western Philosophy (1945) etc.

Some important political and social works. 
Principal of social reconstruction (1916)
On Education. (1926)
Marriage and morals. (1929)
Sceptical Essays. (1928)
The conquest of happiness. (1930) etc.

(3) Charles Dickens
Introduciton

Dickens is the chief among the early
Victorian novelists and is in fact the most popular
of all English novelists so far. Dickens was
undoubted by great humorist and almost every
novel by his pen provides ample evidence the
exuberance of his comic inventions, his humour
is always fresh and original near stereotype.
Birth and Chilhood

Charless Dickens was born on the February
1812 at Portsea near the Portmouth on English's
south coast, where his father, John Dickens was a
clerk in the Navy pay office. When Dickens was
only three years old, his father had been
promoted. Then Dickens circumstances went
well.
Several Glimpses of His Boyhood

According to Dickens own biographical
notes we get several glimpses of him as boy. He
visited the theatre, buy books and read them

earnestly.
Dickens wanted to become a great hero or

writer like the other heroes of the past. But
something happened rudely to disturb this dream.
Poverty and Work In A Factory

In February 1829, his father arrested for debt
and taken to Marshal sea prison then they had no
money to buy bread. Because of his worse
circumstances, he had bitter experience that
continued to hunt him throughout his life. He
had to work in a blacking factory.
Mother's Behaviour

Charles did not want to do job but his
mother was in this favour. Charles could never
foreget throughout his life this attitude of his
mother. 
Different Jobs

Dickens left school when he was 15 years old
He took up a job as office boy. After his days
office work, he started learning shorthand. He
got a job in a court of law.
Hobby Acting

During his spare time he visited to theatre
and music halls of London. He became a reporter
in Press Gallery of House of commons. He made
a tremendous success of his new job's at the time
of twenty. One of his colleague wrote, there
never was such a shorthand writer.
Writing as Profession

A year latter Dickens took to original writing.
His Country Conbsciences

Dickens a l so  proved  as  hi s  count ry
conscience. He spoke for millions and recognized
the most popular person in society.
Conjugal Life, Love Affair, Separation

In 1836 Dickens had married a 21 years old
girl, Catherine. But the marriage proved a failure.
In April 1856 Dickens wrote to his friend John
Forseter:

"Poor Catherine and I are not made for each
other."

In 1858 Dickens separated from his wife. She
had born nine children. 
Public Readings From His Novels

At the age of forty six. he began to read the
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passages and scenes from. his novels to large
audience in Britain America,. 
Sudden Death

His death was sudden and dramatic on the
9th June 1870. He died. he was burried with
pomp in Westminister Abbey, an honour which
he fully deserved. 
Works and Writings

His first book "Sketches by Box" appeared in
1836. Then he stared his work as humorist. His
next  work .  which appeared in  month ly
installments was Pickwick Papers. This book
made Dickens instantaneously famous. Dickens
was at this time 24 years old. Dickens fame grew
in each new novel.

Until before he died he was probably the
most widely known living Englishman. 
The Novels of Dickens
1. Pickwick Papers. (1837)
2. Oliver Twist. (1839). 
3. Our Mutual Friends. (1864)
4. EdwinDrood. (incomplete) 
5. A Tale Of Two Cities. (1859).
6. Greate Expectations

(4) George Eliot
Introduction

The real name of George Eliot was Mary
Ann Evans. J. W. Cross gives us the reason which
led her to select this pen name. "George" was Mr.
Lewis's Christian name and "Eliot" was a good
mouth filling. easily pronounced name. 
Her Birth

Mary Anne Evans (George Eliot) was born in
Warwickshir, on November 22.1819. Where she
lived till her father's death in 1849. 
Parentage

Her father. Robert Evans. was agent to Sir
Roger Newdigaete of Arbury Hall. It was her
Warwickshira experience the life of an English
village before the railway came to disturb it,
which provided the substance of most of her
novels. 
Career As A Journalist

After her father's death she settled in London
and became assistant editor of the Westminister

Review, to whose columns she had already
contributed. 
Lady With A Wide Range Knowledge

She is a lady with wide range knowledge.
Learning and experience

She learnt thoroughly French, German,
Italian and  Spanish. She was also interest in
classical languages and could read them grandly.
Apart from literary studies she was also interested
in science and special ly in geometry and
mathematics.
A Good and Promising Domestic Lady

A well literate scholar, she was also a good
and promising domestic lady. She managed her
households affairs in the best possible manner
and even without putting the literary taste at
stake. She observed the very philosophy of life in
a very keen manner just like Gold Brittin, Cowper
and Miss Ansten. 
Her Marriage and Death

After, the death of Lewis, she married with
J.W. Cross in May 1880, who much younger than
herself. Shortly after her marriage her health
failed, and in December 1880 she died suddenly,
after a short illness. 
Literary Career and Works

For a long time her writings were exclusively
critical and philosophic in character. And it was
when she was thirty eight that her first work of
fiction "Scenes of Clerical Life" (1857) appeared.
It was followed by "Adam Bede" (1859), The Mill
on The Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Romala
(1863) and Middle March (1871-72).

In George Eliot novel took its modern form.
Every story derives its unity from its plot. Leisle
Stephen says.

"In her childhood, of course, she took the
colouring of her surrounding and it is this/act
which makes her great regional novelist. "

The unity of plot construction was lacking in
the English novel before George Eliot appeared
on the scene.

Another important feature of George Eliot's
novels is that they reflect the movement of
contemporary thought.

In her novels G. Eliot takes upon herself the
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role of a  preacher and moral izer though
profoundly religious at heart, she was greatly
affected by the scientific spirit of the age-All the
novels  of George El iot  are examples of
psychological realism. She represents in them, like
Browning in his poetry, "The inner struggle of a
soul."

Another leaf of modernity in hers is that she
has treated the passion of love in a very peculiar
and specific way.

Adams's growth towards maturity through his
love with Helly and Maggie's maturity through
her love with Stephen are clear example of
peculiar style and this particular philosophy of
George Eliot.

In other words we can say that George Eliot
rendered a great service to English novel as W. J.
Long remarks.

"George Eliot sought to do in her novels
what Browning attempted in his poetry. That is to
represent the inner struggle of a soul and of
several soul motives, impulses and hereditary
influences which govern human action. "

 
(5) Francis Bacon

Life and Works
Date of Birth

Francis Bacon was born in 1516. 
Parentage

He was the son of Sir Nicholas Bacon. Lord
Keeper of the Great Steal, of on other words
Prime Minister to the Queen.

His mother was a learned lady with marked
Puritanical Learning, and Bacon's character and
outlook on life were much influenced by her. 
Education

Bacon was an intelligent and witty child.
Early in 1573. the boy, along with his brother
Anthony, was sent to Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he soon acquired a reputation of keen
study. In June 1516. the two brothers were
admitted to Grays Inn as law students and after
completing his education there. Bacon was sent
abroad to widen his experience. 
Career

He became an "Utter Barrister" in 1582 a

Bencher" in 1586, a "reader" in 1588. and
"Double" Reader in 1600. 
Marriage

In 1606, he married Alice Barham. an
alderman's daughter, who brought him a
moderate fortune. 
Bacon's Rise "'AndBacon *s Fall

In 1607, Bacon became Solicitor General and
in 1613 Attorney General. In 1618, he was
appointed Lord Chancellor, every rise has its fall.
the same situation happened with Bacon. Bacon
was helpless before the rising storm. New
parliament in 1621 laid charges of corruption and
bribery against the Lord Chancellor. He could
make no legal defence, but could only bay it was not
the faults of character but only the faults of time. 
Death

Bacon's fall and retirement proved a blessing
in disguise. During this period he devoted himself
to science and literature with amazing energy.
The best of his work come before public during
this passage of time. Bacon died in 1926.

"Cow ley compared Bacon to Moses on
Pisgah surveying the promised land, it was hut a
distant surveying and Newlon was She Joshva
who began to fake possession of it. 
Bacon's Literary Works

Before throwing light on Bacon's glorious
works, we discussed first the salient qualities of
his literary style. Schopherhaner says:

"Style is the physiognomy of sou!. "
Bacon used a pithy style. This example

represent his pithy style-
''The way of fortune is like the m'slken way in

the sky. -Aphoristic style
Bacon's style is like aphoristic or wise saying

style forexample:
"A man that studies revenge keeps his own

wounds green ".
Bacon may be equal to Ben Johnson for a

clear cut and easy writing. He has brought
evolution of prose in English literature.

So many qualit ies are found in Bacon's
literary style. 
Works

His chief English works are as under
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described:
The essays which appeared in three editions.

1st in 1597. 2'"f in 1612 and 3rd in 1625. They are
in familiar subjects and they expenses the thought
of a well trained and learned mind.

(a) The Advancement Of Learning.
(b) History Of Henry VIII learning.
(c) Apothegms (1625)
(d) The New Atlantis
He has done much work in Latin language. 

Conclusion
Above all these writings Bacon's essays are of

endless interest and profit for the students and
other people. His essays give us stocks in
wakefulncss like electric shocks and they never
fail to stimulate. In light of above explanations,
we see that all characteristics of Renaissance
period are glaringly reflect from Bacon's writing.
He is great infector and pioneer of worldly
wisdom. He inspired a new spirit in English
literature.

(6) Thomas Wyatt 
Birth

Thomas Wyatt was born at Allington Castle.
near Maid Stone in Kent, in 1503 son of Henry
&Annc. His first court appearance was as sewer
extraordinary to Henry VTII in 1516. in which
year he also entered. St. John's College, University
Of Cambridge. 
Marriage

In 1520 he married El izabeth Brooke
daughter of Lord. She bore him a son. Thomas in
1521. In 1524 he was engaged by king Henry
VI11 to fulfill various offices at home & abroad. 
His Separation

In 1525, he separated from his wife. changing
her with adultery. It is also the year from which
his interest in AnneBoleyn. InJanuary 1533
AnneBoleyn married Henry Wyatt served in her
coronation in June. 
Prize Of Knights

He was knighted in 1535. but in 1536 he was
imprisoned in the tower for quarrelling with the
Duke of Suffolk & possibly also because he was
suspected of being one ofAnne's lover. During

this he witnessed the execution of Anne on May
19. 1536 from the Bell Tower & Wrote V.
Innocent Veritas Fides Circumdederunt me
inimici met. He was released later that year, & in
November of the year his father Henry died. 
Royal Posts

He was given various royal office after his
pardon, but he become ill after welcoming
Charles V's envoy at Falmouth & died at
Sherborne on 11 October 1542. 
Salient Features of Wyatt's Art

The older of the two "Courtly makers" of
Henry's court, Wyatt can be identified as the
father of modern English poetry, it is with his
translations from. Petrarch that the tradition in
English begins.

Wya t t  &  o t he r s  who fo l l owed  h im
"exercised" the vernacular in two ways. They
translated from classical models like Petrarch.

They experimented with a great variety of
lyric measures in an effort to restore flexibility
lost after chaucer. 
Poems

He often seems ensure of where the stress or
accent should fall in a line, He often cannot
sustain on idea through the entire design of the
poem, which is crit ical in the sonnet. His
spellings are inconsistent which makes the line's
stress often unclear. 
Sonnets

He uses typical patrarchon conventions. -His
language & syntax are more difficult, making his
sonnets a bit tougher to "Crack" He generally
translates from Italian models which means his
themes or issues Aon't usually] originate with
him.

He generally follows the rhyme scheme ababa
cdde effe gg.
His Contributions

His poems are short but fairly numerous. His
ninety six love poems was published in 1557- His
31 sonnets are highly praiseworthy. He was a lyric
poet of the purest ray serene. Wyatt borrowed
from Italy forms unknown to England- The
Chief form was the sonnet, which got high place
in the history of English poetry.
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(7) Henry Howard
(Earl of Surrel)

His Birth and Parentage
Henry Howard was born in Hunsdon

Hcrtfordshirn. in 1517 as the eldest son of
"Thomas Howard" 3'11 duke of Norfolk, and
Lady Elizabeth Stafford daughter of the Duke of
Buckingham. Surrel was descended from kings on
both Sides of his family. he was brought up at
Windsor with Henry Vlll's . illegitimate son I
lenry Fitz Roy. Duke of Richmond, at Windsor.
He was given his title by courtesy in 1524 on the
passing away of his grandfather. Thomas, Earl of
Surrey Howard. 2"11 Duke of Norfolk, when his
father became 3'" Duke ofNorflok. 
Death of His Friend

In 1532. after marrying Lady Frances de
Vere. daughter of the Earl of Oxford, he
accompanied his first cousin Anne Boleyn. the
king and Duke of Richmond to France. Staying
there for over a year as a member of the
entourage of Francis I. In 1536 his first son.
Thomas, was born, Anne Boleyn was executed,
and Henry FitzRoy. died at age seventeen.
Surrey's childhood friend, who was also his
brother of law was buried at one of the Howard
homes. Thetford Abbey. Also in 1536 he Served
with his father against the Pilgrimage of Grace
rebellion which protested against the King's
dissolution of the monasteries-
As a Knight

In the early 1530. was made knight of the
Garler in the war with Scotland in 1542. & in
1543. he fought in Flonders with the English
army on the side of Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V. who was seeking to acquire the
Netherfand. The following year he was woamdcd
at the Siege ofMontrewil. in 1545-1546, he
became Commander of the garrison ofBoulogne-
Salient Feature of His Art

He traveled to Italy, & his imagination was
captured by Petrarch's Sonnets. He is Successful
in fitting the accent to the normal accent of the
word m spoken language. lie is a craltman. 

Much of his verse handles the traditional
petrarchan theme of love. with typical petrarchan
conceits.

He uses a natural imagery that is livelier &
more "English" than that found in petrarchan
models.

His language is often more "Modern" than
Wyatt's thus his meanings are often clearer. His
rhymes are often ''Smoother" & easier. His
favorite rhyme scheme is 3 quatrains + a couplet,
abab cdcd cfcf gg (with some variations). He is
fond of using the conceit of antithesis, as in his
sonnet.

"Als, So allthins Now do Hold Their Peace."
He produced other types of poetry & it is in

these other forms especially the autobiographical
work, that his true artistry is found. He is best
known for introducing Blank Verse in to English
with his translation of Virgil's The Aeneid.

Although his poetry was not published
during his lifetime, after his death his work was
collected in 1557 the printer Richard Tottel ten
year after his death (1530) in printer.

Richard Toilet's songs & sonnets written by
the Right Honourable Lord Henry Howard lale
Rarl of surrey & other.

Sir Philip Sidney appreciated surrey's lyrics
for "'many things tasting of a noble birth &
worthy of a noble mind." His Contribution

In the development of English verse surrey
represents a further stage. It has a higher poetical
faculty increased ease & refinement. There were
the two metrical form introduced by him. Firstly
it was form of the sonnet . Secondly,  the
introduction of blank verse has also capital
importance in the history of poetry. 
Efnile Logouts Remarks

His metrical innovations arc important, he
was the first to give to the sonnet its purely
English form. less elaborate then the Italian but
perhaps more suited to a language with fewer
rhymes. This form which was to be Shakespeare's
was made up of three quatrians with different
rhymes, followed by a couplet. But his chief title
to form is his introduction of blank verse in his
translation of Book II & IV of Virgil's "Aenicd."

Thank to surrey English prosody gained a
magnificent instrument which, when perfected,
was to be the metre for drama as for epic.
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